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There are two results in this paper. We first prove that alpha-conversion
on types can be eliminated from the second-order *-calculus F of Girard
and Reynolds without affecting the typing power of the system. On the
other hand we show that it is impossible to eliminate alpha-conversion on
universally quantified variables in the higher-order *-calculus F| of
Girard, by exhibiting a term which is typable in F| with alpha-conversion
but not typable in F| without alpha-conversion. ] 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The meaning of an expression should not depend on the name of any bound
variable used in that expression. This is the essence of alpha-conversion. In the case
of polymorphic quantification, alpha-conversion is stated by the following equation
between types,
\; _=\# (_[; :=#]), (:)
where # is a fresh type variable. In the above equation, _[; :=#] denotes the result
of substituting the type variable # for all free occurrences of the type variable ;
in _.
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Alpha-conversion for terms and types of any type system is usually implicitly
assumed and used without saying. That is, two alpha-equivalent expressions are
treated as identical. This is often very convenient from a mathematical point of
view, but not necessarily from an algorithmic one. When studying an algorithmic
problem, one has necessarily to choose some particular syntactical representation,
and it becomes a part of the problem to provide a proper identification mechanism
for alpha-equivalent syntactic objects.
This is why alpha-conversion in formal systems has been extensively studied, with
the aim of simplifying its implementation. Some references to the literature are
[24, 9, 10]. Let us mention in particular De Bruijn’s seminal paper [2], which
introduced the method based on the so-called De Bruijn indices. This is a way
of uniquely representing alpha-equivalent expressions at the cost of nontrivial
manipulations necessary to perform substitutions.
In polymorphic type assignment systems, such as the well known second-order
*-calculus F of Girard and Reynolds [7, 11] or the higher-order *-calculus F| of
Girard [7], there are two (or more) levels at which alpha-conversion may occur.
Indeed, we have bound ‘‘object’’ variables occurring in terms as well as bound type
and constructor variables occurring in types. This paper deals exclusively with
alpha-conversion at the type level, motivated by typability issues in Curry-style type
inference systems.
In our polymorphic systems, the possibility of alpha-conversion on types is
potentially helpful in the context of using the rule of -elimination and \-elimination.
Suppose we have derived A |&M : _  { and A$ |&N : _$, where A and A$ and _
and _$ are alpha-equivalent rather than equal. Then we can apply alpha-conversion
to one of these type assertions and then apply the rule of -elimination. A similar
situation arises when we have derived A |&M : \; _ and we want to instantiate ;
to { in _. The usual practice in such a case is to alpha-convert _ before the actual
substitution is performed in order to guarantee that no free variable of { is captured
by a lambda or quantifier binding occurring within _.
Because of the above reasons, an ordinary presentation of a polymorphic calculus
typically involves alpha-conversion on types, in the form of either an explicit or an
implicit type coercion.
Our aim is to investigate if this (implicit or explicit) use of alpha-conversion has
any influence in the typability power of type assignment systems. In particular, we
first consider the type assignment version of the system F. In order to control the
use of alpha-conversion we add to the system the explicit rule
ALPHA
A |&M : _
A$ |&M : _$
for _=: _$; A=: A$
and assume that alpha-conversion can be performed only by applying this rule
explicitly, and that in all other places of the derivation implicit uses of alpha-con-
version are forbidden. Let F&(:) denote the system obtained from F by erasing the
rule ALPHA. We prove the following result:
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Theorem 1. For every term M of the pure *-calculus, M is typable in F iff M is
typable in F&(:); i.e., F and F&(:) are equivalent with respect to typability.
To be more precise, we obtain a stronger result; namely, for every statement
A |&M : _, derivable in F, there is a statement A$ |&M : _$ derivable in F&(:),
where _=: _$ and A(x)=: A$(x) for every x, and vice-versa.
It follows that every type derivation in system F can be replaced by another type
derivation, which is entirely free of alpha-conversion in any form.
Let us warn the reader here of a possible misunderstanding. The reason for this
misunderstanding is the common belief that ‘‘the presentation of type systems F and
F| using De Bruijn nameless variables eliminates all questions of alpha-conver-
sion.’’ This belief is entirely wrong, because De Bruijn indices are nothing but a
(complex) mechanism to implement alpha-conversion in its full power and not to
eliminate it. The real meaning of Theorem 1.1 is that no such implementation
mechanism is actually needed at the type level; put differently, a suitable choice of
bound variables in a type derivation makes any bookkeeping of bound variables
simply unnecessary, as there is no name confusion possible and no need for renam-
ing. Our result shows that all technical manipulations on De Bruijn style indices are
unnecessary; instead and more simply, we can still use ordinary names of variables
and without any renaming.
To state the problem of alpha-conversion on types in relation to system F| , let
us observe that type constructors of F| (types of F| are defined as type construc-
tors of a special kind PROP) may involve two different bindings for constructor
variables, the lambda abstraction and the universal quantifier. Moreover, the beta-
reduction on type constructors is defined as
(*: _){ ; _[: :={], (;)
where _[: :={] denotes the result of replacing every free occurrence of the con-
structor variable : in _ by the constructor {, in such a way that no collision arises.
In order to perform the replacement in a correct way, alpha-conversion is used for
renaming collision variables.
Note that a beta-reduction step may involve renamings of both lambda-bound
and quantifier-bound variables. Since constructors are taken up to beta-equiv-
alence, these effects must be accounted for.
We are interested in comparing the properties of F and F| related to alpha-con-
version at the type level. Thus, we mostly consider type and constructor variables
which are bound by universal quantifiers and not by lambda abstractions. This is
why in Section 3 we define systems F| and F|&(:) in a similar way to F and
F&(:). Now, however, system F|&(:) does not eliminate all cases of alpha-
conversion (allowing for those that are necessary for correctly performing the beta
reduction). But it is forbidden in F|&(:) to perform alpha-conversion on the ‘‘top-
level’’ quantifier bindings, not related to normalization. And this is enough to
obtain our negative result about F| . Although restricted to the universal quantifier,
alpha-conversion is essential for the typability power of the system.
Theorem 2. There is a term typable in F| which is untypable in F|&(:).
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Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are sketched in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. Put
together, these two results illuminate an interesting difference between the systems
F and F| , often seen as very similar.
We recall that the type reconstruction problem for system F was recently proved
undecidable by Wells [12]. However, as the search for decidable fragments or
modifications of system F continues, we believe that our Theorem 1 can be useful
in designing type inference algorithms. In particular, Theorem 1 remains true for
the predicative polymorphism of Leivant [8], an important fragment of F for
which decidability of type reconstruction remains an open problem.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and the undecidability result in [12]
is that type reconstruction for F&(:) is an undecidable problem. Type reconstruc-
tion for full F| is also known to be undecidable; see [13]. It will be interesting to
see whether the availability of alpha-conversion is essential for the undecidability
of type reconstruction for F| . More precisely, we conclude with the following
question.
Problem. Is type reconstruction for F|&(:) decidable?
2. ALPHA-CONVERSION IN F
We first present, in Subsection 2.1, the system F with explicit alpha-conversion.
It is clearly equivalent to the original system F where alpha-conversion is built-in.
We use the same name to denote both systemsit will not lead to a confusion.
Then, in Subsection 2.2, we introduce the key notion of pattern. Let T be the set
of types in F. The set T is usually defined modulo alpha-conversion. Using pat-
terns, we can define the set T of types, such that for every alpha-equivalence class
of types of T, there is exactly one type in T which is alpha-equivalent to all the
elements of such a class. Then we define the type assignment system F , assigning
types of T to terms of *-calculus. It will be evident that F is equivalent to F&(:).
Finally we prove that F has the same typability power as F. First, let us give some
general definitions and notations.
The terms of the pure *-calculus are defined as usual by the grammar
M ::=x | (M M ) | (*x M ).
The set T of all types is the least set such that
T$TVars _ [({  {$) | {, {$ # T] _ [(\: {) | : # TVars, { # T],
where TVars denotes the set of all type variables. We write \: { to denote \:1 . . .:n {
where n0 and { does not begin with ‘‘\’’.
Throughout the paper, the symbol # denotes the syntactic identity of expressions.
The notion of type substitution in system F, denoted _[: :={], is defined as
usual, with possible renamings of bound variables. That is, we have the following
inductive definition:
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v :[: :={]={;
v ;[: :={]=;;
v (_  \)[: :={]=_[: :={]  \[: :={];
v (\: _)[: :={]=\: _;
v (\; _)[: :={]=\; _, if :  FV(_);
v (\; _)[: :={]=\; _[: :={], if : # FV(_) and ;  FV({);
v (\; _)[: :={]=\# _[; :=#][: :={], if : # FV(_), ; # FV({) and # is a fresh
variable.
In the above, ‘‘fresh’’ means that # is free neither in { nor in _. The choice of #
can be made deterministic by imposing a suitable ordering on the set of type
variables.
As we said, our substitution is defined so that some bound variables may be
renamed. However, in order to make alpha-conversion explicit, we prefer, whenever
possible, to perform a substitution only when we can guarantee that no such
renaming occurs, that is, when the substituted type is safe for the variable for which
it is being substituted.
For {, _ # T, and : # TVars we define the property that { is safe for : in _ by
induction on _. If _ is a type variable, then { is safe for : in _. If _#_$  _", then
{ is safe for : in _ iff { is safe for : in both _$ and _". If _#\; _$, then { is safe
for : in _ iff either : does not occur free in _ or { is safe for : in _$ and ; does
not occur free in {.
It should now be obvious that if { is safe for : in _, then _[: :={] is obtained
from _ by replacing every free occurrence of : in _ by {, without any renaming.
The relation of alpha-equivalence, denoted =: , is defined as the least equivalence
relation on T such that
v \: {=: \; {[: :=;], whenever ; does not occur free in {,
v {  \=: {$  \$, whenever {=: {$ and \=: \$,
v \: {=: \: {$, whenever {=: {$.
In the rest of the present section, we will only deal with safe substitutions.
2.1. System F
The type assignment system F proves assertions of the shape A |&M : {, where M
is a term, { is a type, and A is a type environment (a partial function from variables
to types with finite domain).
System F with explicit alpha-conversion is shown in Fig. 1. The use of alpha-
conversion on types is only allowed by the rule ALPHA. In particular, no alpha-
conversion is used in rule INST, which now requires the additional assumption that
{ is safe for : in _.
In the figure, A _ [x: _] denotes the type environment whose domain is
dom(A) _ [x] and such that A _ [x : _]( y)=_ if x= y, A _ [x : _]( y)=A( y)
otherwise. For type environments A and A$, we write A=: A$ to mean that
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FIG. 1. System F.
A(x)=: A$(x), for every x # dom(A)=dom(A$). Moreover, FV(A) will denote the
set of variables occurring free in types belonging to the range of A.
2.2. Patterns
We define an extension of T with a new constant g, denoted Tg . That is, Tg
is the least set such that
Tg$[g] _ TVars _ [({  {$) | {, {$ # Tg] _ [(\: {) | : # TVars, { # Tg].
We call the special symbol g a hole where any member of Tg can be placed.
Let + # Tg have n0 holes, ordered from left to right in +. We call n the arity
of +. Let +~ # T be a term obtained from + by replacing, for every i # [1, ..., n], the
ith hole in + by a fresh variable, say zi . Hence, each zi has exactly one occurrence
in +~ . A type & # Tg is said to be safe for the i th hole in + if it is safe for zi in +~ .
Let &1 , ..., &n # Tg and, for every 1in, let &i be safe for the i th hole in +. The
notation
+[&1 , ..., &n]
refers to the member of Tg obtained from + by placing &1 in the first hole of +, &2
in the second hole of +, etc. If we want to keep the i th hole of + empty in this sub-
stitution, we just take &i#g.
For types \ and ?, the notation \? reads as \ is a subterm of ?. Formally, 
is the least partial order in T which satisfies the following three properties:
v \\: \;
v \\  ?;
v ?\  ?.
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Let us recall that g, as a constant, is a closed term. Call an expression ? # Tg a
pattern if the following property holds:
(8) ? is closed and no proper subterm of ? other than g is closed; i.e., for
all \? such that \{g, FV(\)=< iff \#?.
It is a simple exercise to show that (8) is equivalent to the following property,
sometimes more convenient to use:
(8$) ? is not a type variable and for all +, &1 , ..., &n # Tg , the equation
?#+[&1 , ..., &n] holds iff either +#g and &1#?, or +#? and &1#...&n#g, i.e. ?
cannot be ‘‘decomposed.’’
In spite of a similar syntax, the notion of a pattern is quite different from that of
a context. The main difference being that substitution in contexts is not capture
free.
Let P denote the set of all patterns. Two special members of P are g and
g  g. If ?{g and ?{g  g, it is easy to see that property (8) or (8$) forces
? to be a \-type. Moreover, if ?#\: ?$ then :  FV(?) iff ?$#g; in particular, if
?#\: g, then : is a vector of at most one type variable.
We say that ? # P is a subpattern of a type { # Tg , in symbols ? C= {, if there are
&1 , ..., &n # Tg such that ?[&1 , ..., &n]{. The relation C= is a subset of P_Tg and
can be therefore restricted to P_P.
Lemma 2.1. The relation C= is a partial order on P with the least element g.
Proof. It is clear that g C= ? for every ? # P. We omit the easy proof that if
? C= ?$ and ?$ C= ?", then ? C= ?". We now check that if ? C= ?$ and ?$ C= ?, then
?#?$. Let ? C= ?$ and ? $C= ?. It follows that there are vectors + and & such that
?[+ ]?$ and ?$[& ]?.
Since the operation of substitution for holes is monotone w.r.t. the subterm relation,
it follows that
?[+ ][& ]?$[& ]?.
Thus, + and & are vectors consisting entirely of g and therefore ? and ?$ are
subterms of each other and ?#?$. K
Caution. The partial order C= (‘‘subpattern’’) should not be confused with the
partial order  (‘‘subterm’’). Note that, by condition (8), if ? and ?$ are patterns,
then ??$ can only happen when ?#g or ?#?$. On the contrary, the
relation C= is a nontrivial partial order. For example, g  g is a subpattern of
\: (:  g), and this in turn is a subpattern of \;(\:(:  ;  g)  g).
It is useful for what follows to think of types as represented by trees. The tree
representation of a type {, denoted by tree({), can be inductively defined as follows:
v if {#\: ;, where ; is a type variable, or {#\: g, then tree({) is a single
node labelled : .; or : .g, respectively.
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v if {#\: ({1  {2), then tree({) is a binary tree, whose root is labeled : and
whose left and right subtrees are, respectively, tree({1) and tree({2).
A subtree of a tree is identified by a path 6 # [L, R]*.
The interior of a type is the collection of all nodes of that type which are not
leaves. We say that a subpattern ? occurs in a type + along a path 6 if there are
types &1 , ..., &n such that ?[&1 , ..., &n] is the subterm of + determined by the path 6.
Lemma 2.2. Let ?1 , ?2 be subpatterns of a type + which occur in + along 61 and
62 , respectively, and let 62 be a prefix of 61 such that 61=6263 with 63 leading
in ?2 to a node in the interior of ?2 (i.e., let the root of that occurrence of ?1 in +
be contained in the interior of ?2). Then ?1 C= ?2 . In particular, under the above
assumptions, if ?1=: ?2 , then ?1#?2 .
Proof. Suppose that ?1 is not contained in ?2 and let 2 be a path in ?1 which
is not contained in ?2 . Let x be the label of a leaf in ?2 through which 2 crosses.
Clearly x must be g. Let \ be the subterm of ?1 determined by the initial fragment
2$ of 2 which leads in ?2 to that occurrence of g. Since the root of ?1 is contained
in the interior of ?2 , it follows that \?1 . Clearly \g.
If \ contains a free variable which is bound by a quantifier in ?1 (which must be
somewhere on the path 2$), then it follows that g could not be put in that place
in ?2 since otherwise the substitution would have been illegal. Thus, \ contains no
free variable which is bound by a quantifier in ?1 . Let ?$1 be ?1 in which at the node
where 2$ ends we put g. It follows that
?1#?$1[g, ..., g, \, g, ..., g]
Hence, either ?$1#g and \#?1 , or ?$1#?1 and \#g. In each case we obtain a
contradiction. This proves that ?1 is contained in ?2 . It should be clear that
?1 C= ?2 . K
Lemma 2.3. Let \ be a type which starts with a quantifier. Then there is exactly
one pattern _g and unique types \1 , ..., \n such that
\#_[\1 , ..., \n].
Proof. If \ is a closed type, then \ itself is a pattern (with no holes) and the
conclusion of the lemma is immediate. We first prove the existence of a decomposi-
tion of \ in the form \#_[\1 , ..., \n]. Let R=[\1 , ..., \n] be the set of all subtype
occurrences in \ such that, for every \i # R:
1. \i#% \;
2. FV(\ i)FV(\);
3. \i is maximal relative to conditions 1 and 2, i.e., for all j # [1, ..., n], if \i
is a subtype occurrence in \j then i= j.
It is not difficult to see that there is a pattern _ with n holes such that \#
_[\1 , ..., \n].
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The uniqueness follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. Indeed, if \#_1[\1 , ..., \n]#
_2[\$1, ..., \$n] then Lemma 2.2 can be applied twice yielding both _1 C= _2 and
_2 C= _1 . K
Substitution into patterns was not defined if one of the types being substituted
was not safe for the corresponding hole. To make substitution total we partition
TVars into two disjoint, countably infinite, effectively listed subsets:
TVars=TVars0 _ TVars1 , TVars0 & TVars1=<, |TVars0 |=|TVars1 |=+0
Once and for all, we agree that P is written over variables in TVars1 , reserving
variables in TVars0 to be free in type expressions.
We can effectively generate the set P of all patterns, based on an effective listing
of TVars1 . Hence, an alternative definition of the set T of all types (effectively
generated) is to make it the least set such that
T$TVars0 _ [({  {$) | {, {$ # T] _ [?[{1 , ..., {n] | ? # P, {1 , ..., {n # T].
The value of this definition is that it does not explicitly involve quantifiers.
Moreover, because all variables appearing in members of P are in TVars1 , no
renaming of variables is required. It also follows that for all _, { # T, and for every
variable : # TVars0 , type { is safe for : in _. Hence, throughout the rest of this
section, we do not have to make this assumption when performing substitutions.
We now consider effectively generated subsets P of P satisfying the properties:
(a) For all ?, ?$ # P , if ?=: ?$ then ?#?$.
(b) For all \ # P and ? # P , if \ C= ? then \ # P .
(c) For all \ # P there is ? # P such that \=: ?.
Lemma 2.4. There is an effectively generated subset P of P which satisfies
properties (a), (b), and (c).
Proof. Let +1 , +2 , ... be any effective listing of P. We construct P in stages:
P 0P 1 } } } P k } } } .
The limit of this ascending chain will be P . At the end of the k th stage, P k is a finite
set such that:
1. P k satisfies properties (a) and (b) (after replacing P by P k throughout the
statements of (a) and (b)).
2. For every i # [1, ..., k] there is a unique & # P k such that &=: +i .
We set P 0=<. The definition of P k+1 from P k follows. From the analysis preceding
the lemma, it should be clear that if \ is a pattern of the form \: \$, there is no
variable-binding occurrence ‘‘\:’’ in \$; i.e., the outermost variable binding in a
pattern \ cannot occur again in its body \$. Hence, this variable : can be renamed
at will without fear of name-capture. Consider now the pattern +k+1 . It should also
be clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between variable-binding
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occurrences in +k+1 and subpattern occurrences in +k+1 that are neither g nor
g  g. Hence, every ‘‘\:’’ in +k+1 uniquely identifies a subpattern occurrence, and
this variable : can be renamed at will (along with all corresponding bound
occurrences of :) independent of all other bound variables in +k+1 and without
causing name collisions. Define the set of patterns X=[? # P | ? C= +k+1]. The set
of patterns P k _ X satisfies property (b), because each of P k and X satisfies (b), i.e.,
each is closed under the operation of taking subpatterns. But P k _ X does not
necessarily satisfy property (a). Assume that P k _ X does not satisfy (a). This means
that the subset Y of X,
Y=[? C= +k+1 | ?=: ?$ and ??$ for some ?$ # P k],
is not empty. Note that YX&P k . Note also that for ?, \ # P k _ X, if ? # Y and
?C=\ then \ # X&P k but not necessarily \ # Y. For every ? # Y, we alpha-rename
? to ?$ # P k , and we do this for every occurrence of ? (as a subpattern) in every
\ # X&P k . After completing this alpha-renaming for every ? # Y, the set X is
changed to a set X$. In general, X$ has fewer members than X, because two distinct
patterns in X may be alpha-renamed to the same pattern in X$.
The desired P k+1 is P k _ X$, which now satisfies both (a) and (b). It is easy to
verify that P k+1 again satisfies the conditions 1 and 2, above. It is also easy to verify
that
P = .

k=0
P k
satisfies properties (a) through (c). K
Let P be a specific, but otherwise arbitrary, subset of P satisfying (a), (b), and
(c). This P is now fixed once and for all.
Lemma 2.5. Let \: _ be a pattern such that every proper subpattern of it belongs
to P . Then there is a variable ; such that \; _[: :=;] belongs to P .
Proof. Let \; _$ be the alpha-renaming of \: _ which belongs to P . Since every
subpattern of _$ also belongs to P , it follows that all quantifiers in _$ are the same
as those of _. Hence, _$#_[: :=;]. K
Relative to P , all of whose variables are in TVars1 , we define the subset T of
types, which is the least such that
T $TVars0 _ [({  {$) | {, {$ # T ] _ [?[{1 , ..., {n] | ? # P , {1 , ..., {n # T ].
In order to simplify the proof of some facts about T we introduce the following
notion. For \ # T, the cover of \, denoted C(\), is a set of patterns defined induc-
tively as follows.
v C(:)=C(g)=<, for all variables :,
v C(\1  \2)=C(\1) _ C(\2),
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v If \ starts with a quantifier and _[\1 , ..., \n] is the unique decomposition of
\, where _{g is a pattern (see Lemma 2.3), then we set C(\)=[_] _ ni=1 C(\i).
It is easy to see that all patterns in C(\) are subpatterns of \ and that if \$ is
obtained by placing some free variables in some of the holes of \, then
C(\$)=C(\). The following lemma shows the usefulness of the notion of a cover.
Lemma 2.6.
(i) For every type \, it holds that \ # T iff C(\)P .
(ii) If : # FV(\), then C(\[: :={])=C(\) _ C({).
Proof. The proof of (i) is by a straightforward induction on \. The proof of (ii)
is also by induction on \. We show the details for the case \ is \-type. Let
\#_[\1 , ..., \n]
be the unique decompositon of \, with _g being a pattern. Since :  FV(_), it
follows that
\[: :={]#_[\1[: :={], ..., \n[: :={]].
Hence,
C(\[: :={])=[_] _ .
n
i=1
C(\i[: :={])
=[_] _ .
n
i=1
(C(\i) _ C({))
=C(\) _ C({).
The second equality follows from the induction assumption. K
Lemma 2.7.
(i) For all \, { # T , if \=: { then \#{.
(ii) We have (\  {) # T iff \, { # T .
(iii) For all (\: \) # T and { # T , we have \[: :={] # T .
(iv) For all \ # T we can effectively find the (unique) { # T such that \=: {.
(v) For all \ # T and : # FV(\)TVars0 , there is ; # TVars1 such that
(\; \[: :=;]) # T .
Proof. Part (i) is a consequence of property (a). Part (ii) follows immediately
from the definition of T . For the proof of (iii), assume that \: \#\: _[\1 , ..., \n].
Then \#_$[:1 :=\1 , ..., :n :=\n], for some _$ obtained from _ by placing new
variables :i into the holes of _. From Lemma 2.6(ii) we have C(\)
i C(\i) _ C(_$). All patterns in C(\ i) are in P , and all patterns in C(_$)=C(_) are
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subpatterns of _ and thus also of \: _. It follows that C(\)P , and thus \ # T ,
by Lemma 2.6(i).
Part (iv) immediately follows from Lemma 2.6(i) and Lemma 2.4. For the proof
of part (v) take any fresh # # TVars1 , let \$#\[: :=#] and assume that (\# \$)  T .
By the preceding part (iv), the type \# \$ is alpha-equivalent to a certain type
\; \" # T .
Let \# _$[\$1 , ..., \$n] be the unique decomposition of \# \$. Note that types \$i are
in T . Then the unique decomposition of \; \" has the form \; _"[\"1 , ..., \"n]. Here,
types \"i and \$i must be identical, by part (i), because they are alpha-equivalent.
Now, every proper subpattern of \# _$ is a subpattern of _, and thus it belongs
to P . By Lemma 2.5, there is a variable ;$ such that \;$ _$[# :=;$] is in P . But
types \;$ _$[# :=;$] and \; _" are alpha-equivalent, and thus identical by part (i).
It follows that the type \; \[: :=;] can be written as \; _$[# :=;][\$1 , ..., \$n] and
thus \"#\[: :=;]. This completes the proof. K
2.3. Elimination af alpha-conversion on types
Based on the definition of T in the preceding section, we introduce System F
where all types are restricted to be in T . System F omits the rule ALPHA of
System F. For this to work properly we also need to change rule GEN, as shown
in Fig. 2. The rule GEN in System F involves an alpha-conversion, but it is a
‘‘local’’ alpha-conversion which can be simulated in System F by a GEN followed
by an INST followed by a GEN.
Lemma 2.8. For an arbitrary term M:
1. If there is a typing for M in System F , then there is a typing for M in
System F not using ALPHA.
2. If there is a typing for M in System F, then there is a typing for M in
System F .
FIG. 2. System F . All types are in T .
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We prove more, in fact: The typing for M in F and the typing for M in F are
essentially the same, obtained from each other by the appropriate renaming of type
variables.
Proof. Part 1 is straightforward: Given a derivation D in F assigning a type {
to a term M, we transform D into a derivation in F assigning { to M. This transfor-
mation consists in replacing every application of the rule GEN which derives the
type (\; _[: :=;]) by an application of the rule GEN* which derives (\: _) first,
followed by an application of INST and GEN* to derive (\; _[: :=;]). A formal
proof (omitted) is by induction on D.
For Part 2, consider a derivation D in F. First rewrite D so that all type
variables, free and bound, are in TVars0 . Second, systematically go through each
assertion in D replacing every type _ # T by the unique type { # T such that _=: {,
which is possible by part (iv) of Lemma 2.7. Third, by induction on D, show that
the resulting derivation is legal in F for this induction, apply part (i) of Lemma
2.7 when APP is used to derive the next assertion in D, apply part (ii) when ABS
is used, apply part (iii) when INST is used, and apply part (v) when GEN* is
used. K
Our first result mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 1.1, is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 2.8.
Theorem 2.9. Let F&(:) denote the system F as defined in Fig. 1 without
(ALPHA) and M be an arbitrary term. Then M is typable in F iff M is typable in
F&(:).
3. ALPHA-CONVERSION IN F|
We first recall, in Section 3.1, the definition of the type assignment system F| .
The reader is referred to [6] or [13] for a more complete exposition.
In Section 3.2 we prove that F| and F|&(:) have different typability power.
More precisely, we exhibit a term which is typable in F| , but in such a way that
every type derivation for it uses implicitly the alpha-conversion. So it is not typable
in F|&(:).
3.1. System F|
In this subsection we briefly recall the main definitions. We begin with the notion
of a kind, the set of all kinds defined as the smallest set containing a constant
Prop so that whenever {1 and {2 are kinds then also {1 O {2 is a kind. For each
kind {, we define constructors of kind { as follows:
v A constructor variable of kind { is a constructor of kind {.
v If . is a constructor of kind {1 O {2 and { is a constructor of kind {1 , then
.{ is a constructor of kind {2 .
v If : is a constructor variable of kind {1 and { is a constructor of kind {2 ,
then *: { is a constructor of kind {1 O {2 .
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v If : is a constructor variable of arbitrary kind and { is a constructor of kind
Prop, then \: { is a constructor of kind Prop.
v If { and _ are constructors of kind Prop, then {  _ is a constructor of kind
Prop.
We write { : { to denote that { is a constructor of kind {. Constructors of kind
Prop are called types.
As for F we define by induction the operation of (capture-avoiding) substitution
of a constructor . for free occurrences of a variable : (of the same kind) in a
constructor .
v :[: :=.]=.;
v ;[: :=.]=;;
v ()[: :=.]=[: :=.][: :=.];
v (_  \)[: :=.]=_[: :=.]  \[: :=.];
v (\: _)[: :=.]=\: _;
v (\; _)[: :=.]=\; _, if :  FV(_);
v (\; _)[: :=.]=\; _[: :=.], if : # FV(_) and ;  FV(.);
v (\; _)[: :=.]=\# _[; :=#][: :=.], if : # FV(_), ; # FV(.) and # is a
fresh constructor variable;
v (*: )[: :=.]=*: ;
v (*; )[: :=.]=*; , if :  FV();
v (*; )[: :=.]=*; [: :=.], if : # FV() and ;  FV(.);
v (*; )[: :=.]=*# [; :=#][: :=.], if : # FV(), ; # FV(.) and # is a
fresh constructor variable.
As before, fresh means not free in . nor . The definition of { safe for : in _ is a
straightforward generalization of the same notion for system F and is left to the
reader. The difference is that now we have two binding operators: lambda abstrac-
tion and quantification.
Alpha-conversion is also defined similarly with the two forms of bindings in
mind: It is the least equivalence relation =: such that
v \: {=: \; ({[: :=;]), whenever ; does not occur free in {;
v *: {=: *; ({[: :=;]), whenever ; does not occur free in {;
v {  \=: {$  \$ and \: {=: \: {$ whenever {=: {$ and \=: \$;
v {\=: {$\$ and *: {=: *: {$, whenever {=: {$ and \=: \$;
In the above definition we assumed that all constructors are always of appropriate
kinds.
Next we define beta-reduction on constructors as in the simply typed lambda
calculus: a constructor of the form (*: _){ is called a redex, and the beta rule is
written as follows:
(*: _){  _[: :={]. (;)
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Note that the result of a beta-reduction depends on the choice of fresh bound
variables used for the possible renaming. This choice can be made deterministic, but
does not have to. For our purposes, we can equally well assume that beta-reduction
is nondeterministic. This will not influence our results. In particular, note that the
beta-reductions needed for the typing of Proposition 3.1 do not involve any
variable renaming at all.
Note that, since we do not allow implicite alpha-conversion, our beta-reduction
is no longer ChurchRosser, and one constructor can have many normal forms (all
of them alpha-equivalent, of course).
It follows from the strong normalization theorem for the simply typed lambda-
calculus that each constructor is strongly normalizable, see, e.g., [5]. Let nf (_)
denote an arbitrary normal form of _.
The type inference system F| proves assertions of the shape A |&x : _, where M
is a term, _ is a type in normal form, and A is a type environment (a partial
function from variables to types in normal form, with finite domain). Since every
constructor is strongly normalizable, there is no lack of information. The rules of
the system, with explicit alpha-conversion, are shown in Fig. 3. The use of alpha-
conversion is forbidden, out of the rule ALPHA.
Our presentation of F| is nonstandard in that both the implicit alpha-conversion
is replaced by the explicit rule ALPHA and all types are in normal form. However,
it is a routine exercise to check that our system is equivalent, modulo type nor-
malization, to the ordinary understanding of Curry-style F| with respect to the
class of derivable judgments (in particular, the class of typable terms).
We conclude this subsection with a useful definition. If {#\: \, and _#\;9 \$,
then the notation {P_ means that the variables ;9 are not free in { and \$ is
obtained from \ by substituting constructors of appropriate kinds for the variables
in : .
FIG. 3. System F| .
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3.2. Alpha-conversion is essential in F|
Now we show that the result of Section 2 does not apply to the system F| :
alpha-conversion on types cannot be eliminated in the presence of type construc-
tors. More specifically, we show that the term
M#(*x xxK )2,
where K#*xy x and 2#*fy f ( fy), is typable in F| with alpha-conversion on types
but not without. We begin with an explanation how to type our term M when
alpha-conversion is allowed.
Proposition 3.1. M is typable in F| .
Proof. In what follows, : and = are type variables, $, #, and ; are constructor
variables of kind Prop O Prop, and ! is a constructor variable of kind Prop O
Prop O Prop. The variable = is free in the whole constructionthe reader may think
of it as of a type constant.
Let
}#\:$(:  =  :),
and let
L#\:#(!:(\:$(:  #:))  !(;:)(\:$(:  #(#:)))).
Consider the type environment consisting of type assumptions:
[ y : !:}, f : L].
In this environment, one can derive
fy : !(;:)(\:$(:  =  =  :)),
since the variable # in the above type of f may be instantiated with the type con-
structor *: =  : (while : is instantiated with :). Another possibility is to substitute
for # the type constructor *: =  =  : and to take ;: for :. This allows us to derive
f ( fy) : !(;(;:))_,
where
_#\:$(:  =  =  =  =  :).
We have chosen the notation }, L, _ for our types to match it with the notation
used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.
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Note that : and # are not free in L, and this allows us to derive in the empty
environment:
2 : \!:;(L  \:#(!:}  !(;(;:))_).
Let { be the above type. What we need is to type the term xxK in the environment
which assigns { to the variable x. The type of K will be }, which is easy to derive.
The type of the second occurrence of x is obtained by an instantiation of {: we sub-
stitute for ! the type projection *:1:2 :1 . This chooses everywhere the first argu-
ment of ! and disposes of the second. The resulting type is \:;(\:#(:  ;:) 
\:#(:  ;(;:))). Using rule ALPHA, we can assign to this occurrence of x also the
type
{2#\:#(\:$(:  #:)  (\:$(:  #(#:)))).
The above use of ALPHA is crucial for our typing. As we will see later it cannot
be eliminated.
The first occurrence of x gets a type obtained from { by instantiating it with the
other type projection: *:1:2 :2 . Now, every subtype of the form !{${" is replaced by
{", and the resulting type is \:;({2  \:#(}  \:$(:  =  =  =  =  :))). Finally
we instantiate this type to get rid of the front quantifiers and we obtain the follow-
ing type for the first occurrence of x:
{1#{2  \:#(}  _).
The reader will easily check that xxK is correctly typed. K
The remainder of the present section is devoted to the proof that each type
derivation for M must involve alpha-conversion on types. We begin with some
technical observations and definitions. The tree representation of types given after
Lemma 2.1 is not fully adequate for F| types: there are subtypes of the form
;{1 } } } {n , where ; is a constructor variable and {1 , ..., {n are constructors of
appropriate kinds. But it is sometimes convenient to think of a type as a tree whose
internal nodes are labeled by arrows and quantifiers and whose leaves are labeled
by subtypes of the form ;{1 } } } {n . What matters the most in a label of the latter
form is the variable ;. We say that ; owns the path that leads from the root to a
leaf labeled with ;{1 } } } {n . More formally, a variable ;: {1 O {2 O } } } O {n O Prop
owns a path 6 # [L, R]* in a type _ if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
v _#;.1 . . ..n , where .i ’s are constructors of the corresponding kinds {i , and
6 is empty;
v _#{1  {2 , and either 6=L6$ and ; owns 6$ in {1 or 6=R6$ and ;
owns 6$ in {2 ;
v _#\# { and ; owns 6 in {.
Although types have only finite paths, we do not always know their lengths. It is
thus convenient to say that a variable owns an infinite path if it owns a finite prefix
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of it (possibly of unknown length). Clearly, every infinite path must be owned by
a variable, and there is always only one owner.
A pure lambda term is typable in F| iff it can be obtained by type erasure from
an expression of the Church-style explicitely typed calculus F| (see [6]). Such a
fully typed expression involves in general some type abstractions and type applica-
tions. We would like to avoid the complication introduced by type redexes. We just
observe that a fully typed expression determines a type decoration of the underlying
pure lambda term: each subterm and each bound variable obtains a type label
(written as an upper index) so that the following conditions hold:
v An application PQ is labeled as (P{  \Q{)_, where _#\: _$, for some : , not
free in the types labeling free variables of PQ, and some _$ with \P_$;
v An abstraction *x P is labeled as (*x{ P\)_, where _#\: ({  \), for some : ,
and every occurrence of x in P is labeled as x{$, where {P{$.
Applying beta-reduction to a fully typed lambda expression yields another fully
typed lambda expression. This corresponds to beta-reduction on pure lambda terms
with type labels as follows: a term of the form ((*x{ P\){  \ Q{)_ reduces to
(P[Qx])_, where each occurrence of x{$ is replaced by an appropriately relabeled
Q{$. The relabeling of P\ to (P[Qx])_ reflects an ‘‘invisible’’ reduction of a type
redex.
By Kn we denote the term *x0 x1 . . .xn .x0 , i.e., the n+1-argument projection on
the first coordinate. In particular K#K1 . The following lemma gives some useful
information on the possible types of Kn .
Lemma 3.2. Let |&Kn : _ be derivable in F| , and let _#\: _$. Assume that _ has
the property that *y v(vy) is typable in F| in the environment [v : _]. Then there is
a variable : # : such that : owns in _ the paths LRk and Rk+n+1, for some k.
Proof. It should be obvious that each type of Kn must have the form
\: (A  B), where B#\;9 1(A1  \;9 2(A2  } } } \;9 n (An  A0) } } } )) and A0 is an
instance of A. Let a variable : own the path Rk in A, for some k. The k arrows
preceding the occurrence of : in A remain unchanged by the instantiation that
turns A into A0 , and thus the prefix of R* in B labeled by arrows is of length at
least k+n; i.e., a variable ; owns Rl for some lk+n. Actually, ; equals : and
owns exactly the path Rk+n in B (i.e., it owns Rk+n+1 in _), unless A#\# A$ with
: # # .
Suppose now that : is not among : , i.e., it is either free or bound by a quantifier
occurring somewhere on the path R* in A. The term *y v(vy) is typable in the
environment [v : _], and may be labelled as *y v_$(v_"y)\, where _P_$, _" and
_$#\  {. Since occurrences of : remain unchanged in instances of _, we have that
: owns LRk in _$ and _". Thus, it must own Rk in \. On the other hand, the
rightmost path of _" must be of length at least k+n+1, whence the rightmost path
in \ is of length at least k+n. This yields a contradiction. Thus, : # : and, as we
noted above, it must own both LRk and Rk+n+1 in _. K
Proposition 3.3. M is not typable in F|&(:).
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Proof. Suppose that our term M#(*x xxK )2 can be typed without alpha-
conversion. We can assign type labels to subterms of M as follows,
M_#(*x{((x{1x{2)}  _ K})_){  _ 2{,
where {1#{2  + and we have {P{1 , {2 and +P}  _.
It could be instructive if the reader compares the above general form of typing
M with the particular typing of M in F| given in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
These types are as follows.
}#\:$(:  =  :),
_#\:$(:  =  =  =  =  :),
+#\:#(}  _).
Let
{$#\:$(:  #:),
and
{"#\:$(:  #(#:)).
Then
{#\!:;(\:#(!:{$  !(;:){")  \:#(!:}  !(;(;:))_)),
and
{2#\:#({$  {").
Now we return to the proof. Let us consider the following sequence of beta-reduc-
tions applied to our labeled term M_. We skip some labels for simplicity. Since
typability in F|&(:) implies typability in F| , it follows from the subject reduction
property for F| that the typings below are correct in F| .
M _  (2{12{2)}  _ K } (where {P{1 , {2)
 (*y} 2{$2(2{"2y}0)) K } (where {2 P{$2 , {"2 , and }P}0)
 2{$2(2{"2K}0)\ (where {$2#\  +$ and {"2#}0  +" and +"P\)
 2{$2(*y K}$0(K}"0y))\ (where }0P}$0 , }"0)
 2{$2K \2  *y K
\1
2 (K
\2
2 y) (where \P\1 , \2)
 K _4
Observe now that {2 has the form \;9 ({$  {"), where at least one variable ; # ;9 is
free in {$. Indeed, both {$2 and {"2 are obtained from {2 by instantiation of the
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variables in ;9 . If no variable in ;9 is free in {$ then \ and }0 must be identical. This
is however impossible by Lemma 3.2, since K : }0 and K2 : \ and it is readily visible
from the above labellings that *y v(vy) must be typable in F| in the environment
[v: \] as well as in the environment [v : }0]. Thus, the owner of R* in \ occurs
there one step deeper than the owner of R* in }0 .
The above argument applies equally well to {, and we have {#\# (L  R),
where at least one variable # # # is free in L. Since {1#{2  +, we may write
{1#\;9 ({$  {")  +. The quantifiers \;9 occurring in {1 must occur already in {
(because { is a type of 2 and may not be of the form \# (#  R)). Thus L must be
of the form L#\;9 L$, with at least one ; # ;9 free in L$. In particular, the
sequence of quantifiers \;9 is nonempty. Since {P{2 , the quantifiers \;9 and the
variable ; remain in {2 , and we have {2#\;9 (\;9 {$$$  {"), with ; bound in
{$#\;9 {$$$. This is the desired contradiction, since we have assumed above that ; is
free in {$. K
Note that a by-product of Theorem 2.9 and Proposition 3.3 is that M is
untypable in F.
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